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Abstract 
A set of real numbers a~ < a 2 <. . .  < cl L is called a weakly arithmetic progression of length L, if 
there exist L consecutive intervals I i = [x i_ ~, xl), i = 1 . . . . .  L, of equal ength with a~El i. Here we 
consider conditions from which the existence of weakly arithmetic progressions can (resp. 
cannot) be deduced of a given length. 
In the following JV (resp. W'o) denotes the set of positive (resp. nonnegative) 
integers. 
General iz ing the not ion of ar ithmetic progression the following was defined in [1]. 
Definition. Let L~JV'. A set of real numbers aa <. . -  < aL is called a weakly arithmetic' 
progression of  length L (shortly a WAPL) if there exist real numbers Xo < ' . -<x/ .  such 
that all differences x i+ l -x l ,  i=1  . . . . .  L - l ,  are equal (so that Xo . . . . .  xl. form an 
arithmetic progression) and aie[x i_  1,xi) for i=  1 . . . . .  L. 
Here we call {xo . . . . .  xL} a separating arithmetic progression Jbr {ax . . . . .  a~.}. Of 
course, it is not uniquely defined by the elements ag. 
First we state a theorem whose substance (and proof) is nearly the same as that of 
[1, Theorem 1]. 
Proposition I. Let n, L~JV  and K be given by LK=n. Let further A be a subset of 
JVo~[0 ,  n3. We put k:=LK j .  I f  
IA ]>(L - -1 )  FKq (case 1) or [A I>FLK-k - ] . (L -1 )  k (case 2) 
holds, then A contains a WAPL.  
Proof. We assume that A has no WAPL and that case 1 holds. Then we subdivide 
[0, L r) into L consecutive subintervals (left-closed, r ight-open) of equal length L r -  1 
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One of these intervals does not intersect A because of our assumption. So A is 
contained in the union of L -  1 of these subintervals, and thus one of these contains 
more than (L -  1) FK-~l elements of A. This interval is now divided into L consecutive 
intervals (left closed, right open) of equal length L r -  2, iterating the above procedure. 
After rK  7 steps we obtain a half-open interval of length LK-FKl~< 1, which contains 
more than (L--  1) ° = 1 elements of A which yields a contradiction. 
In case 2 we would obtain after k steps a half-open interval of length L K-k with 
more than FLK-kq elements of A which is again a contradiction. [] 
The statement of the above theorem is of interest especially for the case where K is 
an integer, hence = k (or at least for the case where K - -  k is 'near 0'. Whether case 1 or 
case 2 gives a better statement, depends on the value of K -k .  
For the case where n is a power of L we obtain as a corollary the following 
proposition. 
Propos i t ion  2. Let n, L be natural numbers with L>~2 and n=L k with keJV.  l f  A is 
a subset of [0, n)c~JVo, and IA l>n 1-tLl°gL)-l, then A contains a WAPL. (Here log 
denotes the natural logarithm.) 
Proof. We have 
(L  - 1)k = (L  - -  1)l°g n/log L = (elOg(L- 1))log n/log L = nlog (L - 1 ) / log  L 
Further log(L - -1 )< logL - -L  -1 holds. So we have: 
I A I  > n 1 - (L  log L) ' 
implies that A contains a WAPL. 
On the other hand, the question arises how many elements a set A c {0 . . . . .  n } can 
have without containing a WAPL for a given number L~JV. In this context now we 
construct a subset of [0,n)nJVo which, for a given LEJV, has no WAPL, but which 
should have 'many elements'. [] 
Theorem 1. Let L,n be integers with 5~<L<n, c:=½--1/(L--2).  Further let k be the 
least integer satisfying n . ck <~ L - 1, which means k=r log( (L -  1) / n ) / log c 7. Then 
there exists a subset Mc[0 ,  n)c~Jff o with at least Lnck_J2 k elements, which has 
no WAPL. 
Proof. Let I be the interval [0, n). We define two subintervals Io, I1 of I by 
I0"~-[0' 2 Z~2)' I1 := [2 -1 -~ 2 ' n ) " 
The idea of this construction is the following: We take out from the middle part of 
[0, n) an interval (left-closed, right-open) of length 2n/(L--2) such that the remaining 
two subintervals I0 and 11 have equal length (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. 
First we prove: 
(1) I f  W is a WAPLc JV 'oc~( Iowl l ) ,  W is already a subset of  lo or o.[11. 
If this is false, Wc~Io has a last element a and Wc~l l  has a first element b. Now, if 
Xo <-. -  < xL is a separating arithmetic progression for W with s := 11 - Xo, there exists 
an index i with x i~a<xi+l  <<.b<xi+2. We obtain 
2rl ?/ 
2s=x i+2-x i>b-a>~_2 thus ~>L-~"  
Now xl and xL-1 must be situated in [0, n) which yields xL 1 -x l  <n. This leads to 
the contradiction XL-x -x l  =s(L -21>n.  
The length of Io and of I1 is n/2 - -n / (L - -2 )=nc .  
Now we iterate the process which led from I to Io and 11. We take out from the middle 
part of Io and from the middle part of 11 an interval (left-closed, right-open) of length 
2nc / (L -2 )  such that we obtain two subintervals Ioo, Iol of Io and two subintervals 
11o,111 of 11, where loo,lo1,11o,111 all have the same length 
IIC 1lC __ HC 2 . 
2 L - -2  
Analogously to (1) we have 
(1') l f W is a WA P L c A/'o CM I oo W l o l W l l o W l l l ), W is aiready a subset of l oo or Iol 
or 11o or 111. 
This follows easily since we already have Wc( Ioowlo l )  or Wc( l loW111) .  
Again we continue the subdividing process and stop it when we arrive at subinter- 
vals Ivi, . . . .  Vk (left-closed, right-open) of length nck. Each of them contains at least 
LnckJ integers. Now we put M :=0{1 ......... c~JffolVl . . . . .  Vk~{O,l I }. We obtain 
IMl>~2k[_nckJ. But M has no WAPL. Such a set would be entirely in one set I ......... ,
which is impossible because this interval of length nc k has at most L -  1 integers by 
definition of k. [] 
Now we perform some computations to make the results of Proposition 2 and 
Theorem 1 better comparable. 
Remark. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be fulfilled. We shall investigate the term 
LnekJ2 k in some more detail. According to the definition of k we have nc k- 1> L--1 
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and thus nck>c(L  - 1). Then there holds 
We have 
1)/n)/log c (1) 
21og((L-1)/n)/logc=(elog 2)logt(L--1)/n)/logc=(~l ) l°g 2/l°gc. 
Concerning log 2/log c we have, by the mean value theorem, 
1 1 ,/1 fi ) 
l°g2--1°gc=L-~2--21°g ~2 L-2  
for some fie(0, 1). Hence, 
logc=log2 L -2  L -2  =- - log2 L - -2 - -2 f i  > - log 2 - - -  
Then, because log c < 0, 
log2 log2 ( 2 )  -1 
logc < - log2- -2 / (L -4 ) - - -  1-t (L -~ log2  =-d- l '  
where 
L -4"  
(2) 
(3) 
2 
d=d(  L ) := l .+ 
(L--4)log2" 
From (1)-(3) together we obtain 
l =n ta ' ) (L_ l) -(a ') Lzl~- 
The definition of d yields d-  1 > 1 - (2/(L- 4) log 2). We put 
___L -1  l 
L -2"  
f(L):=(L- 1) -ta " /L  2 1 
and obtain from (4), 
I M I > n 1 - (Z/(L - a) log 2) f(L). 
L_lJ 
L - -2  
(4) 
(5) 
One can verify that f ( L )  tends to ½ for L ~.  
In this context one of the referees of this paper established the following theorem, 
which yields a better comparison with Proposition 2. We present his proof here. 
Theorem 1'. Suppose L >1 6, r := 6/log 2 (= 8, 656... ). Then for  each positive integer 
n > L there is a subset M c [0, n) ~ Jffo with [ M I > 2-16o ni - t,/L) which contains no WAPL.  
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Proof. We have 
2 6 r 
(L - -4)  log2~<Llog2=L 
and so 
2 r 
d-~(L )  >1 (L_4) log~>~ 1- 1-~ • 
Further we have 
L -1  L - -1  L -1  L -1  1~>- -  
2- L - -2  > 2 L - -2  20 
and so 
l)_(a , ) I L21  L - I  [ I I ) ,_  a , I ( L -  >56' 
since d> 1. Now (4) and (6) and (7) give us what is required. E3 
(6) 
(7) 
In analogy to the van der Waerden constants (see [2]) we define the following. 
Definition. For Le~ p we denote by w(L) the least natural number n for which the 
following holds: If the segment { 1 . . . . .  n} of ~"  is colored with colors 0, 1, then there 
exists a monochromat ic  WAPLc  { 1 . . . . .  n}. 
We obtain rather immediately the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. For LeJU there holds w( L ) ~ L( L -  l ) + 1. 
Proof. Let the set S:= { 1 . . . . .  L(L - I )+  1 } be colored with two colors 0 and 1. We 
have to show that there exists a monochromat ic  WAPL. If one of the L -  1 segments 
(here we assume L > 3) 
{1 . . . . .  L}, {L+I  . . . .  ,2L} . . . . .  { (L -2 )L+ 1 . . . . .  ( L -  I)L} 
is colored monochromatical ly  we are ready. In the other case we can choose in each of 
these segments an element which has the same color as the least element m of S. These 
elements, together with m, constitute a WAPr .  
From the next theorem one can obtain a lower bound for w(L). 
Theorem 3. For LEA/" there holds w(3[ 'L /2 ]+ 1)> L 2. 
Proof. Let S be the initial segment { 1, ..., L el of ~ .  We put 
S i :={L( i -1 )+ l  . . . . .  Li} for i=1 . . . .  ,L. Herewith we have subdivided S into L 
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consecutive segments, each having L elements. We color the elements of S, which are 
in an Si with odd i, by 0, the others by 1. 
Our theorem is proved when we have shown that every monochromatic WAPK 
satisfies K~ 3 FL/2-]. We show this by contradiction. Let W be a monochromatic 
WAPK with I W[ = K > 3 FL/2~ and A = { xo . . . . .  Xk } a separating arithmetic progres- 
sion for W. We have I WI > L, and thus W cannot be entirely in one of the L-element 
segments Si. There are two different segments SI,Sj which are intersected by W. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume i <j, but then also we have i+ 1 <j  because 
Si and Sg+ 1 have different colors, and the monochromatic set W cannot intersect both. 
The last element a of S~ ~ W and the first element b of Sjc~ W then fulfill b -a  >~ L + 1. 
This now implies that the step length s :=xz -x l  of A satisfies 
2s>~L+ 1. (8) 
Indeed, there exists an index t with xt<~a<x~+l<~b<xt+z, so that 2s= 
Xt+z-x t>b-a>~L+ 1. Further we have 
[ Wc~SI] <~ 3 .for every i= 1 . . . . .  L. (9) 
Now, if ] Wc~S~] ~>4 holds for some i, we obtain 2s<~L-1,  because then there must 
exist three consecutive elements Xr, Xr+~,Xr+2 of A in Sg, which yields 
2s=xr+a-X~<~L--1 .  This contradicts (8), and so (9) is proved. But then (9) entails 
I W[ <~L/273, because W meets at most ~L/2-] segments S~ since these must have the 
color of W. Thus, we have obtained the required contradiction. 
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